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Mr. Chairman and Members of the Subcommittee:

We appreciate the opportunity to testify on the Department of
Transportation's (DOT) efforts to increase U.S. airlines' access to the
United Kingdom. Of the approximately 95 million passengers that flew on
scheduled service between the United States and the rest of the world in
1995, nearly 11.5 million flew to or from the United Kingdom, making it the
largest U.S. aviation trading partner overseas. Because of the size of this
market and the fact that the United Kingdom's location makes it a key
gateway to the European continent, Africa, and the Middle East, U.S.
airlines strongly desire increased access to London's Heathrow Airport. In
recent years, however, DOT has had only limited success in negotiating
increased opportunities for U.S. airlines to this airport.

Over the past few years, we have issued several reports that examined
international aviation issues and have testified before this and other
Committees on our findings.' Drawing from this body of work, our
testimony discusses (1) how limited U.S. leverage affects current
negotiations with the United Kingdom and (2) the importance of data and
economic analysis in strengthening DOT'S negotiating position and
potential options that may improve the negotiating process. In summary,

While DOT has been successful in negotiating more liberal aviation
agreements with a number of other countries, it has achieved only limited
success in securing increased access for U.S. airlines to the most desirable
airport overseas, London's Heathrow Airport. This is largely because the
United Kingdom's major airline-British Airways--has already obtained in
previous negotiations extensive access to the U.S. market. The additional
rights that British Airways does seek, such as the right to carry U.S.
government traffic, are controversial.2 DOT must assess the tradeoffs of
increased opportunities for U.S. airlines-whose share of the U.S.-U.K.
market has declined from 50 percent in 1992 to under 42 percent in 1995
(see appendix I)-and the potential negative effects on other airlines and
their employees from offering British carriers more opportunities in the
U.S. market. These tradeoffs and the competing interests of U.S.

'International Aviation: Airline Alliances Produce Benefits, But Effect on Competition Is Uncertain
(GAO/RCED-95-99, Apr. 6, 1995), International Aviation: DOT Needs More Information to Address U.S.
Airlines' Problems in Doing-Business Abroad (GAO/RCED-95-24, Nov. 29, 1994), International Aviation:
Measures by European Community Could Limit U.S. Airlines' Ability to Compete Abroad
(GAO/RCED-93-64, Apr. 26, 1993), and Airline Competition: Impact of Changing Foreign Investment
and Control Limits on U.S. Airlines (GAO/RCED-93-7, Dec. 9, 1992).

2 Federal law requires that U.S. government personnel travel on U.S. airlines when on official business,
when reasonably available.
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airlines -each of which strongly desires access to London's Heathrow
Airport-made it very difficult for DOT to achieve progress with the British
in liberalizing the current accord during recent talks. As a result, those
talks concluded in mid-October of last year without an agreement.
A consistent theme of our work over the past several years has been that
DOT has not had sufficient data or done sufficient economic analysis to
value the rights that are on the negotiating table and to evaluate the
tradeoffs, such as granting airline alliances immunity from U.S. antitrust
laws in exchange for increased opportunities overseas for U.S. carriers.
We have emphasized the need for DOT to improve its economic analysis
and have made recommendations aimed at addressing shortcomings in the
agency's traffic data. DOT has agreed with our recommendations and is in
the process of implementing them. The failure of the recent round of
negotiations with the United Kingdom and the corresponding lack of
consensus among U.S. airlines as to what constitutes an acceptable
agreement indicate that improved economic analysis and better data,
while positive steps, by themselves may not be enough. Additional actions,
such as having the U.S. Trade Representative assist DOT, as some have
suggested, may be needed to improve the negotiating process and better
position DOT to secure deals that benefit consumers and increase the
overseas opportunities for all U.S. airlines.

Background In the international sector, the routes that airlines can fly, the frequency of
their flights, and the fares they can charge are governed by the 72 bilateral
agreements between the United States and other countries. As we have
highlighted in previous testimonies, many of these agreements, including
the accord with the United Kingdom, are very restrictive-creating a
competitive environment very unlike that which exists in the deregulated
U.S. domestic market.3 Moreover, the importance of DOT'S efforts to reduce
or eliminate these restrictions has increased because the importance of
international service to U.S. airlines has increased. Overall, international
operations by U.S. airlines have grown steadily and in 1995 constituted
27 percent of U.S. airlines' traffic--compared to 21 percent in 1980-and
are expected to increase to 30 percent by 2007.

DOT'S Office of the Assistant Secretary for Aviation and International
Affairs, with assistance from the State Department, is responsible for
negotiating bilateral agreements and awarding U.S. airlines the right to
offer services provided for in those agreements. Overall, DOT has achieved

3International Aviation: Better Data on Code-Sharing Needed by DOT for Monitoring and
Decisionmaking (GAO/T-RCED-95-170, May 24, 1995) and International Aviation: New Competitive
Conditions Require Changes in DOT Strategy (GAO/T-RCED-94-194, May 4, 1994).
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mixed results in its negotiating efforts with other countries. It has recently
reached agreements that substantially reduce or eliminate bilateral
restrictions with more than 20 nations, including many of the smaller
European countries in the European Union. In addition, in February 1996,
it reached an agreement with Germany that, if fully implemented, would
lead to the elimination of all restrictions in the U.S.-Germany market.
However, several major aviation trading partners, including the United
Kingdom and Japan, have maintained-and in some cases
added extensive restrictions on U.S. airlines' access to and beyond their
markets. In addition, France renounced its bilateral agreement with the
United States more than 3 years ago and talks to reestablish the
relationship have not yet been scheduled.

The current U.S.-U.K. accord was signed in 1977 after the British
renounced the prior agreement. Since that time, DOT has expressed
increasing dissatisfaction with the accord and attempted to negotiate
increased access for U.S. airlines to and beyond Heathrow-the world's
largest airport in terms of international traffic. Only two U.S.
airlines-currently American and United-are allowed to serve Heathrow
and that service is restricted to certain designated U.S. cities (see
appendix II). In part, this has led to a substantial market share advantage
at Heathrow for British Airways and the United Kingdom's other major
airline, Virgin Atlantic (see appendix III).

In part because only American and United can serve Heathrow and can do
so only from a limited number of U.S. cities, Heathrow accounted for only
2.6 million of the 4.8 million passengers travelling on scheduled service on
U.S. airlines between the United States and the United Kingdom in 1995.
Continental, Delta, Northwest, and TWA are forced to use London's
Gatwick Airport, which is less desirable because it is farther from
downtown London and offers fewer connection possibilities to the
European continent, Africa, and the Middle East than Heathrow (appendix
IV lists the current scheduled service provided by U.S. and British airlines
to Heathrow and Gatwick). Finally, the rights of U.S. cargo carriers to fly
between the United Kingdom and the fast-growing Asia-Pacific region are
severely restricted under the agreement.
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Little Leverage and a DOT'S success in liberalizing the current accord with the United Kingdom
has been very limited, largely because it has little leverage. The United

Variety of Kingdom's major airline-British Airways-has already obtained extensive

Controversial Issues access to the U.S. market through its code-sharing alliance with USAir andComplicate thus already has, according to British Airways representatives, most of
what it wants.4 Moreover, additional rights that the British do seek, such

Negotiations With the as the eventual relaxing of the statutory limit on foreign ownership and

United Kingdom control of U.S. airlines5 and the right to bid on U.S. government travel
contracts, generally involve departures from traditional U.S. policy and the
costs of granting such rights must be balanced against any benefits that
might accrue from increased access to Heathrow. 6

U.S. Leverage Limited As a result of DOT's desire to bolster cash-strapped TWA and Pan Am, it
negotiated the 1991 "Heathrow Succession" agreement which allowed
those airlines to sell their Heathrow routes to American and United. In
exchange, the United Kingdom obtained broad access to the domestic U.S.
market by getting the right to code-share with a U.S. airline. As we
reported last year, British Airways' exercising of those rights through its
alliance with USAir has resulted in substantial traffic gains for British
Airways, largely at the expense of U.S. airlines. In part because of the
success of that alliance, the British share of the overall U.S.-U.K. market
has increased from 50 percent in 1992 to more than 58 percent in 1995. Not
only does British Airways have a greater share of the market than every
U.S. airline combined, but Virgin Atlantic has a larger share than any of the
6 U.S. airlines in the market except American. In light of this success and
the extensive access the British have already secured, DOT has little
leverage with which to secure additional Heathrow opportunities for U.S.
carriers. Finally, DOT must negotiate with the British knowing that any
action it considers taking, such as renouncing the current accord, will set
a precedent and could be used by the Japanese in their efforts to improve
their carriers' 36 percent share of the U.S.-Japanese market.

4 Code-sharing is the practice whereby one airline lists another airline's flights as its own in computer
reservation systems, which are used by travel agents to book flights.

5 Federal law limits foreign investment in U.S. airlines to less than 25 percent of the voting interest in
the company and requires that the president and at least two-thirds of the board of directors and other
managing officers are U.S. citizens.

6 Each fiscal year, the General Services Administration awards airlines, on a city-pair basis, the right to
carry U.S. government workers. For each city-pair, U.S. airlines can submit an offer for the right to be
the contract carrier. Under certain circumstances, foreign airlines may also carry U.S. government
workers.
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In attempts to gain increased access for U.S. airlines to the United
Kingdom, and Heathrow in particular, DOT has adopted an incremental
approach. In June 1995, DOT gave British Airways (1) additional flights to
and from Philadelphia, (2) approval to code-share to 72 U.S. cities in
addition to the 68 cities for which it already had approval, and (3) the right
to make an offer through USAir to carry U.S. government personnel
between the United Kingdom and Philadelphia, San Francisco, Tampa, and
Washington/Baltimore. 7 In exchange, the United States received (1) access
to Heathrow from Chicago O'Hare for United and (2) expanded rights to
code-share on other airlines' flights between Heathrow and Europe, the
Middle East, and Africa DOT and the United Kingdom also agreed to follow
these so-called "phase one" talks with a second round of talks, which DOT
hoped would lead to additional Heathrow access for U.S. carriers. In
mid-October, however, the "phase two" talks ended with DOT--citing the
numerous conditions and restrictions involved-rejecting a British offer
that would have permitted, among other things, access to Heathrow
(1) immediately for one additional U.S. airline and (2) in 1997 for another
U.S. airline.

Our discussions with DOT, State Department, and British government
officials as well as representatives from each of the U.S. airlines involved
and British Airways indicate that the reasons for the failure of the phase
two talks are rooted in the lack of U.S. leverage and the deeply divided and
competing interests of U.S. airlines. Outside of additional rights to bid for
U.S. government travel, there is relatively little that British Airways desires
in the short-term. Originally, British Airways wanted to increase its
investment in USAir and eventually control that airline.8 Because of the
recent financial problems of USAir, however, British Airways has placed
its plans on hold. In addition, the announcement by USAir in early October
that it was discussing a possible buyout with American and United
injected considerable uncertainty about the future of British Airways'
investment in USAir.

The competing interests of U.S. airlines exacerbate this lack of leverage.
Because international traffic is relatively profitable, the competition
among the carriers can grow fierce. Continental, Delta, Northwest, and
TWA seek access to Heathrow, while American and United seek to
increase the number of cities from which they can serve that airport.
During the phase two talks, TWA and Delta adamantly opposed the British

?Technically, USAir must submit the bid on behalf of its code-sharing partner, British Airways.

8Currently, British Airways holds a 24.6 percent stake in USAir and has three members on the
16-person board of directors at USAir.
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proposal, while American, Continental, Northwest, and United supported
it. Airline representatives we interviewed stated that they believe that DOT

rejected the British proposal mainly because of this split.

Foreign Ownership and In December 1992, we reported that relaxing the statutory limits on foreign

Control of U.S. Airlines investment and control could give U.S. airlines, particularly those in
financial difficulty, greater access to needed capital, thereby enhancing
their domestic competitive position. We also noted that there may be
opportunities, particularly with regard to the United Kingdom, for
eliminating bilateral restrictions in exchange for relaxing restrictions on
foreign investment in U.S. airlines. Such an exchange, however, could
involve national security and employment concerns. For example, U.S.
airlines, through their voluntary participation in the Civil Reserve Air Fleet
(cRAF) program, provide the Department of Defense with supplemental
airlift capacity in emergencies. The Defense Department is concerned that
foreign investors might discourage continued participation in cRAF. In
addition, we reported that increased foreign investment could put some
U.S. jobs-particularly those of pilots and crew on international
routes-at risk.

These issues, and the fact that changes to the current restrictions require
congressional action, complicate DOT'S ability to use relaxation of foreign
investment restrictions as a bargaining chip in bilateral talks. Furthermore,
British Airways' desire to seek such changes hinges on USAir's uncertain
long-term competitive position. As a result, British Airways is not pressing
its government for a deal at this time, and thus the amount of Heathrow
access U.S. negotiators might achieve is likely to be limited for the time
being.

Fly America Act Federal law, commonly referred to as the "Fly America Act," requires that
U.S. government agencies use air transportation provided by U.S. airlines
when their service is available. 9 However, foreign airlines can carry
government traffic in a limited number of circumstances. Among other
things, the foreign carrier's U.S. code-sharing partner must submit a bid to
carry the traffic, and both carriers must have authority to serve that
city-pair route. The Secretary of Transportation can also negotiate rights
for foreign airlines to carry this traffic. The British have pursued increased
access to U.S. government traffic. During the phase two talks, for example,
securing the right to bid through USAir for such traffic from additional

949 U.S.C. section 40118.
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U.S. cities, or if possible bid directly, was the quid pro quo, according to
British Civil Aviation Authority officials, for DOT'S attempts to obtain
access to (1) Heathrow for Continental from Newark, (2) Heathrow or
Gatwick for TWA from New York, and (3) Heathrow for American from
Dallas.

In 1991, we issued a legal decision which held that, under certain
conditions, service provided by a U.S. airline using designated space (i.e., a
block of seats) on aircraft owned and operated by a foreign airline under a
code-share agreement complies with the Fly America Act requirements.' 0
Under such an agreement, both the U.S. and foreign carrier must have the
authority to serve the route, and the agreement must be approved by DOT
as a method by which the U.S. carrier may provide its service over the
route in its own name. U.S. airlines offering their services under such
code-sharing arrangements have been permitted to bid on city-pair
contracts for government travel. Because the particular code-share
arrangement that we considered in the 1991 decision may no longer be
representative of the various kinds of code-share arrangements that exist
today, we are currently reassessing our decision.

Using access to Fly America traffic as a bargaining chip, as DOT has done in
its recent negotiations, involves important tradeoffs. On the one hand,
allowing more airlines to bid for this traffic irjects additional competition
for that service, leads to lower government contract fares, and saves
taxpayer dollars. For example, as a result of the code-sharing alliance
between United and Lufthansa, the government contract price for travel
between Atlanta and Frankfurt has been reduced substantially. For fiscal
year 1994, Delta was the only bidder for nonstop service and won the
contract at a one-way fare of $492. For fiscal year 1995, United won the
contract with a one-way fare of $420. The traffic was carried via nonstop
service by United's partner Lufthansa For fiscal year 1996, Delta
reclaimed that service by underbidding United with a fare of $405. As a
result, the government fare decreased in that market by 18 percent, while
overall international government contract fares went up by 4 percent
between fiscal years 1994 and 1996. Based on government traffic figures
provided by the General Services Administration, we estimate that the
additional competition in this one city pair will have saved taxpayers
about $440,000 by the end of fiscal year 1996.

Moreover, as a result of the mini-deal last June with the British,
government contract fares have fallen sharply in the city pair markets that

L0Fly America Act -Code Sharing, 70 Comp. Gen. 713 (1991).
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British Airways was given the right to bid on through USAir (see appendix
V). Anticipating competition from the USAir/British Airways alliance,
United significantly lowered its bid in each city pair and thereby won the
right to be the contract carrier for each in fiscal year 1996. In contrast to
the sharp fare declines in these city pairs, government contract fares
overall between fiscal years 1995 and 1996 fell 0.5 percent.

Despite these benefits, several U.S. airlines have objected strongly to DOT'S

use of Fly America in bilateral negotiations. These airlines hold that U.S.
tax dollars should not be spent on transporting travellers on official
government business on foreign carriers when a U.S. airline serves the
route. To do so, they believe, would adversely affect employment as well
as U.S. airlines' financial bottom-lines. Concerns have also been raised as
to the fairness of allowing foreign airlines access to Fly America traffic
given that U.S. airlines are required to participate in the CRAF program in
order to qualify as a bidder for Fly America traffic.

Antitrust Immunity for Although not a component of the recent negotiations with the British, the

Other rAirline Alliances issue of antitrust immunity has a direct bearing on the U.S.-U.K
relationship. In 1992, DOT granted the alliance between Northwest and
KLM limited immunity from U.S. antitrust laws in connection with the
accord with the Netherlands that eliminated bilateral restrictions between
the two countries. In doing so, DOT hoped that others would seek a similar
arrangement and that the presence of several "open skies" countries and
powerful airline alliances would put pressure on major aviation trading
partners such as the United Kingdom, France, and Germany to open their
markets.

In April 1995, we reported that antitrust immunity was a key ingredient in
the success of the Northwest/KLM alliance." We noted that such a grant of
immunity can greatly enhance the amount of integration that can be
achieved by alliance partners. Moreover, because they can make joint
presentations to corporations on fare discounts, immunity can be very
beneficial in attracting lucrative corporate accounts. DOT officials told us
that immunity had been granted by a previous administration and that the
agency had not determined, in light of the Northwest/KLM experience,
whether antitrust immunity should be available for other alliances in
markets that allow for significantly increased access for U.S. airlines. We
concluded that antitrust immunity could be a powerful tool in DOT'S efforts
to obtain "open skies" agreements and the cumulative success of several

"IGAO/RCED-95-99.
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alliances with immunity could place significant pressure on the British as
traffic that once travelled to Europe via London would shift to other
gateways that are served by the immunized alliances. Citing the recent
open skies agreements with Austria, Belgium, and Switzerland, Delta, in
September 1995, requested antitrust immunity for its alliances with
Austrian Airlines, Sabena, and Swissair. In addition, citing the recent
U.S.-Germany open skies agreement, United and Lufthansa have applied
for antitrust immunity for their alliance. If these requests are approved by
DOT, in consultation with the Department of Justice, nearly half of all
traffic travelling between the United States and Europe will be flown by
airlines whose alliances have antitrust immunity.

As our report also indicated, however, granting immunity involves costs as
well as potential benefits. U.S. antitrust laws protect consumers by
prohibiting contracts and agreements that restrain trade, which include
agreements between competitors to set prices. As a result, granting airline
alliances antitrust immunity could lead to reduced competition and higher
fares. This potential impact would have to be weighed against whether
increased competition would result from the elimination of bilateral
restrictions. Given these potential downsides, we recommended that DOT
more fully examine these issues, analyze the value of antitrust immunity,
and determine if the United States should use immunity as a tool in its
efforts to deregulate the transatlantic market.

While Economic A consistent theme of our work over the past several years has been that
DOT has not had sufficient data or done sufficient economic analysis to

Analysis Will value the rights that are on the negotiating table and to evaluate the

Strengthen DOT's tradeoffs. In this regard, we have emphasized the need for DOT to heighten
the emphasis the agency gives to economic analysis and to improve the

Negotiating Position, quality of data that it collects. Our code-sharing report, for example,
Other Options May outlined how DOT did little analysis of the value of code-sharing before

Also Improve the granting British carriers extensive access to the U.S. market via
code-sharing in 1991.12 As we have detailed in prior testimonies, we have

Process made numerous recommendations to DOT aimed at addressing its data
shortcomings and better positioning it to analyze tradeoffs.

DOT over the last year has heightened the emphasis that it places on
economic analysis and has responded positively to our recommendations.
In November 1994, for example, DOT created the Office of Aviation and
International Economics, whose sole mission is to conduct such analyses.

'2GAO/RCED-95-99.
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In early 1995, DOT began periodically collecting and analyzing information
on U.S. airlines' doing-business problems overseas. Finally, according to
the Director of the agency's new economic unit, DOT will soon initiate a
rulemaking proceeding aimed at addressing the shortcomings in DOT'S

traffic data that we identified.

While improved economic analysis and better data are positive steps, our
discussions with DOT and State Department officials and U.S. airline
representatives indicate that such steps by themselves may not be enough
to allow the United States to develop and execute a consistent and
effective negotiating strategy. Several airline representatives noted that
DOT'S rejection of the British proposal of incremental access to Heathrow
for U.S. airlines contradicted the agency's prior position during phase one
talks that an incremental approach was needed.

Because of the pressures that are brought to bear on DOT during
negotiations by airlines that are competing with each other, several U.S.
government officials and airline representatives have suggested that DOT,

in conjunction with improving its analytical abilities, explore additional
actions to improve its ability to negotiate. Representatives from one
airline, for example, suggested that the U.S. Trade Representative assist
DOT at the negotiating table. According to these representatives, the
negotiating experience of the U.S. Trade Representative would help DOT

develop a more consistent approach that can be "above the fray" caused
by competing airlines. Others have suggested that a formal panel
comprised of airlines, airports, and consumer groups be established to
formally advise DOT, to the extent possible, with "one voice" about the
advantages, disadvantages, and potential impacts of proposed deals. Such
a panel, according to its advocates, could make the process less
contentious in that DOT could weigh the panel's advice in conjunction with
the agency's own economic analysis of proposed deals.

Mr. Chairman, this concludes our prepared statement. We would be glad
to respond to any questions that you or any member of the Subcommittee
may have.
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Appendix I

The U.S.-United Kingdom Scheduled
Passenger Market by Airline, Calendar Year
1995 Versus Calendar Year 1994

Market Share, Market Share, Percent
Airline 1995 1994 Change

U.K. Airlines 58.1 53.9 + 7.8
British Airways 43.9 40.0 + 9.8

Virgin Atlantic 14.3 14.0 + 2.1
U.S. Airlines 41.9 46.1 -9.1

American 17.9 17.2 + 4.1
United 11.0 12.5 -12.0

Delta 4.8 6.0 - 20.0

Northwest 3.8 4.5 - 15.6

Continental 3.1 4.3 - 27.9

TWA 1.3 1.3 0.0

USAir 0.0 0.1 - 100.0

American Trans 0.0 0.1 - 100.0

Note: Numbers may not add due to rounding.

Source: DOT's international traffic data (T-100).
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Appendix II

U.S. Cities With Existing Heathrow Rights

U.S. Gateway U.S. Carrier Status

Anchorage Dormant
Boston American
Chicago American and United
Detroit Dormant
Los Angeles American and United
Miami American
Minneapolis/St. Paul Dormant
New York American and United
Philadelphia Dormant
San Francisco United
Seattle Dormant
Washington/Baltimore United
Note: "Dormant" denotes that neither American nor United are exercising the available right
because of current market conditions.

Source: U.S. State Department.
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Appendix III

Total Passengers Carried on Scheduled
Service Between the United States and
London's Heathrow Airport, Calendar Year
1995

Category Passengers Market share (percent)

U.K. Airlines (British Airways
and Virgin Atlantic) 4,495,539 60.8
U.S. Airlines (American and
United) 2,614,860 35.3
Other Nations' Airlines 289,636 3.9
Total 7,400,035 100.0

Source: GAO's analysis of DOT's international traffic data (T-100).
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Appendix IV

U.S. and U.K. Carrier Service Between the
United States and London's Heathrow or
Gatwick Airports

U.S. Gateway Carrier London Airport(s)

Atlanta Delta Gatwick
British Airways Gatwick

Baltimore British Airways Gatwick
Boston American Heathrow

Northwest Gatwick
Virgin Gatwick
British Airways Heathrow

Charlotte British Airways Gatwick
Chicago American Heathrow

United Heathrow
British Airways Heathrow

Cincinnati Delta Gatwick
Dallas/Ft. Worth American Gatwick

British Airways Gatwick
Detroit Northwest Gatwick

British Airways Heathrow
Houston Continental Gatwick

British Airways Gatwick
Los Angeles American Heathrow

United Heathrow
Virgin Heathrow
British Airways Heathrow

Miami American Heathrow
British Airways Heathrow/Gatwick
Virgin Gatwick

Minneapolis/St. Paul Northwest Gatwick
Newark United Heathrow

Continental Gatwick
British Airways Heathrow
Virgin Heathrow

New York JFK American Heathrow
United Heathrow
British Airways Heathrow/Gatwick
Virgin Heathrow

Orlando British Airways Gatwick
Virgin Gatwick

Philadelphia British Airways Heathrow
Pittsburgh British Airways Gatwick
Raleigh-Durham American Gatwick
San Francisco United Heathrow

British Airways Heathrow
Virgin Heathrow

Seattle British Airways Heathrow
(continued)
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Appendix IV
U.S. and U.K. Carrier Service Between the
United States and London's Heathrow or
Gatwick Airports

U.S. Gateway Carrier London Airport(s)

St. Louis TWA Gatwick

Tampa British Airways Gatwick

Washington Dulles United Heathrow
British Airways Heathrow

Source: GAO's review of Official Airline Guide data, October 1995.
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Appendix V

U.S. Government Contract Fares (One-Way)
to London From Cities Involved in the
Mini-Deal, Fiscal Years 1995 and 1996

Contract Contract Percent
Carrier, Fare ($), Carrier, Fare ($), Change

City Pair FY1995 FY1995 FY1996 FY1996 in Fares
Washington-London United 468 United 295 - 37.0
San Francisco-London United 533 United 395 - 25.9
Tampa-London United 420 United 350 - 16.7
Philadelphia-London American 380 United 350 - 7.9

Source: General Services Administration.
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